
Week starting Monday the 30th of January –

Weekly is bullish, we have eqhs above and daily ifcs, got a weekly ifc down the bottom and a daily to

then expand higher, not sure if well get down that low to expand higher

Daily is in this ranger so would like this range to maintain and then take highs out



1hr is bearish, so looking for distro out of the 1hr ifc got eqlsd below and areas of demand to look for

buys out of

1hr broke to the upside, looking for re accumulation out of these spots



5min bos in area looking for buys here

b/e or stop depending on if you moved, I would’ve moved as we took that high out basically and

made eqhs



Tuesday 31st of January –

1hr is bearish now, lows have been taken but I believe we want to come a little lower so looking for

sells out of either poi

So 15min is bearish were inside the poi now, but 5min has re accumulated, we sold off massively so it

can carry on selling but probably makes sense after sweeping a 4hr low too that well start pushing

higher now, need to see if we show a nice 5min break out of here to sell, or if we come to 5min

higher low and accumulate we can buy



1min bos inside 5min demand, can buy here and target highs and fib extension for 3.5%

Also a 3min engulfing candle



Tps smashed



Wednesday 1st February  –

4hr is bearish, we did re accumulate yesterday so got the 1hr poi for potential sells if it shows dsitro

or we could’ve retraced enough into the daily to now target highs

Still this 1hr poi



As 1hr bullish going into London might see re accumulation inside the imbalance

5min bullish, looking to see if we get re accumulation out of this, as we would need this 5min to

break then show re dsitro to even consider any sells



5min bos inside poi and engulfing, looking to buy here to target whole level and by fib extension

Tp smashed



Thursday –

Daily is bullish, we have made a new high, ideally looking to see if we can get some sells down to

daily ifc to then see if we expand higher or not

5min is bearish, looking to see if we do get distro out of here to sell down



1min bos looking for sells out of here

Also a 4min bearish engulfing candle



Tp hit

15min bearish looking to see if theres any sells out of here



5min engulfing candle sell down to fib extensuion

May of got b/e because of news, if didn’t move to b/e then would’ve hit tp



Friday –

Didn’t get nothing as was nfp and nothing clean, this was the end of the day

]



Week starting Monday the 6th of February 2023

EU week start monday the 6th of feb, we have downside targets such as
monthly, weekly and daily ifc, which is where the big imbalance is, this is
where im expecting price to go down too, daily is bearish now so will probably
head abit lower before retracing higher

on 4hr looking at these 2 pois up the top as targets eventualy



couldnt snag nothing, has areas marked up correctly but couldnt get a distro
out of it

but 1hr poi we had 1hr bearish engulfing candle

keep note



Tuesday –

tuesday - we was still bearish coming into higher tf sareas, am waiting for signs of
accumulation but will keep selling down from lower high distros

15min bearish looking for more distro out of here



5min bos inside of area, looking for more dsitro at 50% or 80% of push, 80% would be
lovely as lines up with ifc

1min bos at 50%, looking at 50% of 1min bos but looking to enter off ifc, cant imagine it
coming to 80% as no imbalance or anthing, can target london low which is 15 min range
low too, or target whole number which is by fib extension



tp smashed



5min range is bearish, london low and 15min range low still in tact, looking for dsitro out
of here

1min bos inside poi, looking at 50% and 80%, both are imbalance fills, both small stops,
depend how anal you want to be with your entry and stop for this one to target fib
extension. personally took the 50% one to actually get in the trade as youll see 80%
entry didnt get tagged which is why i always say about the 1min bos and taking it off
extreme ifc in 80% isnt always practical as dont get filled alot



tp hit

15min range got a new range, got these 2 spots one being extreme up the top and
one being the area that broke the low, so looking for distro out of one of these spots



its such a shame we only come to the start of the push as the price action ill show you
was perfect for an entry but wanted higher

50% imbalance fill perfect



there was also re dsitro too



the 2 previous trades though see how it printed as a 15min engulfing candle



Wednesday –

wednesday - price is bullish on 1hr, ideally looking for high to be taken tbh then
either try sell down to then buy up

5min bullish, like the area down the bottom where liqudiity was swept, also got
imbalance too and dont like the area by asia lows as got eqls all there



5min bos looking for re dsitro out of 1 of these spots

havent swept tuesdays high yet either so this is abit more risky,
1min bos looking at entry at start of push or 50% of split your risk



b/e or stopped out

new 5min range looking for distro out of 1 of these imbalance fills as line up
with 50% and 80%



1min bos tp at the lows

tp smacked



new 5min range looking for distro out of here

1min bos entering at ny open target new low and 200 level



tp smacked

so new 5min range you can look for distro out of here but more risky now



because of trendline liqudiity

also lows are fully taken out



might of snagghed this but b/e



Thursday –

thursday - 1hr still bullish, come close to the imbalance and ifc but didnt quite tap it
but its fine still looking for tuesday high to be taken

15min broke, come to 50% would rather us see come deeper into poi and
imbalsnce tho



tuesday high swept, wanted to see price retrace properly into this area,
5min is bullish, didnt like this though because of the eqls but will show the buy
it gave

1min bos entry at 50% just didnt like the fact nothing lines uo with it either
aswel as the eqls



tp hit tho



Friday –

friday - price i still bulish, we did come out of the weekly open gap esterday
but i personally didnt like the delivery of it but incase we do want to go lower
as there is some eqls i have got the imbalance it left on the hourly open as a
target for potential buys



15min is bullish but dont like the eqls but well see if theres anywhere for buys
unless keeps going up and get some nice sells

looking in here for buys on 5min



needed price to wick down into here after 1min bos but no wick down for entry



price sold off shit price action



Week starting Monday the 13th of February –

week starting monday 13th of feb on eu, price is in the weekly candle, we have alot
of imbalance to the upside to also fill

price is bearish on the daily, we got an engulfing candle on friday so ideally
this week i want to see if price can tap the candle that got engulfed and
continue to the downside atm as got a daily ifc and daily sc to target

1. [14:42]
4hr is bearish, looking to see if we can come to the 4hr poi up the top which
swept liquidity and also has imbalance in to move lower



london open looks asif weve broken on 1hr to upside so looking for re
accumulation to move higher



price come into area gave 5min bos but didnt give us the re accumulation
after 5min bos

price is bullish on 15min looking for re accumulation out of here now to buy up



1min bos entry at start of push or entry at 800 level which is just above 50% of
the push down, first tp would have to be fib extension if take it off start of push
but if at 800 level can have it as new huigh

tp hit from start of push, 800 level entry didnt fill



Tuesday –

tuesday 14th of feb - looking like price is approaching the 4hr poi, want us to come
up there and show distro, if price does come lower tho first then i will look at the 1hr
poi below for potential buys but well see

5min bos inside poi want to see price give a re distro and can sell



1min bos entry below 50% at ifc, target new low as first target

if want to hold would tsrget these lows



hit then price reversed as news at 1:30 cpi

price has defo broken down now and shifted to bearish, we swept the 4hr high
but this is fine, looking for re dsitro out of here



1min bos wanted entry at around 50% and even then stop was 12 pips so was
better, but didnjt come up high enough



Wednesday –

wednesday 15th of feb - price is bearish on 1hr want to see distro out of this poi

price broke on 5min out of poi now looking for re dsitro



no re dsitro

nothing clean for me wednesday



Thursday –

thursday 16th of feb - looking for dsitro out of this poi were in to target the lows

nice 5 and 15min bos looking for distro out of either of these pois



so 5min carried on breakign down, thought we was going to sweep eqhs then
come into poi but we didnt we left them, with news we also swept just other
highs rather than the other ones and sold off, so can look for distro out of
these 2 pois that are in that 5min range

1min bos inside poi, looking at entry at ifc as just below 50%, can target new
range low or target the further low lower down



tp smacked

5min bos after lows got swet just before 4pm, can look for re accumulation out
of here



1min bos can buy here to take that high out

tp smacked



Friday –

friday 17th of feb - price is bearish on 1hr and 4hr, got some areas above we can get
up o and short off from but would like to try and hunt some buys up

couldnt snag anything



Week starting Monday 20th of February 2023 –

Daily still bearish and got targets for the downside for us to sel down too

4hr bearish, looking to see if theres re distro inside the poi



1hr is bullish and we do have lower areas to poterntially accumulate out of but not sure if we will

15min bullish same as 1hr, don’t like the trend l;ine liquidity or the eqls at asia low, there is this poi

we can come down to and buy from after a liquidity sweep



5min bos looking for re dsitro inside of here

1min bos inside of area



Also 3min engulfing, selling here tartget new 5min low and fib extension

Tp smacked 4%



Tuesday –

1hr is now bearish and moving lower, looking for re dsitro out of here

Price sold off and broke on 5min, looking for dsitro out of 1 of these pois



1min bos selling here to 500 level

Tp smacked 3.5%



Wednesday –

Price showed more bearisdhness after sweeping highs yesterday and sold off, looking for pop up to

show distro to go lower

Price just sold off created new 1hr range, ideally looking for pop up to either 1hr imbalance fills to go

lower



5min still bearish so can just respect 5min range

1min bos can sell here

Done 2% then come b/e weren’t the clanest anyways



Price come up to top poi for the 1hr imbalance fill and come to 5min extreme, looking for re dsitro

now after this nice 1min bos to sell

1min bos can sell here

Also 3min engulfing



Didn’t get filled plus when come back up the next re dsitro didn’t fill either



Thursday –

Price has made new 4hr range so ideally looking for nicer retracement up but well see

1hr in this bearish range so could respect either poi in that leg or come to top area

5 and 15min bos to downside from first area, looking for re dsitro inside of here



Didn’t snag anything but now new range look for dsitro out of here

1min bos, looking for sells out of 50% area of the 1min push, can just get in straight away but want to

see little retracement and target asia low and fib extension

Tp smacked 3.5%



New 1hr range created looking for re dsitro out of ifc really

5min bos inside 1hr poi looking for redsitro out of here

1min bos inside of 5min area, want to sell from this 1min poi near 50% of the pusgh



Did do 3% then come back up to b/e unless took partials or profits

Price come back up and got 1min bos can sell here to target lows

Tp smacked 4%



Friday –

Priec is bearish on 1hr still so looking for more sells down really

Price just sold off and moved shit


